PRESS RELEASE
Conclusions from the 49th INNATEX – International Trade Fair for Sustainable Textiles
Contentment in the face of difficult conditions

Frankfurt am Main, 28 February 2022 The 49th INNATEX from 25 to 27 February 2022
came to a satisfying close on Sunday evening. "It's no surprise," says Jens Frey, Managing
Director of the organiser MUVEO GmbH. "In the run-up to the fair, exhibitors as well as
buyers reported that orders were largely completed by the end of February. In addition, there
were cancellations at short notice for health or quarantine reasons. In view of the
circumstances, we had a good turnout with 150 labels still exhibiting and we received
positive feedback."
After the cancellation of various trade fairs, one exhibitor confirmed that they were just happy
to be able to exchange ideas at the Messecenter Rhein-Main. After a quiet start to the trade
fair, which began on a Friday for the first time, others reported good conversations and
orders over the course of the three-day INNATEX event. For example, Jan Roehler from
HempAge: "We came to the delayed fair without great expectations and in the end were
surprised at how many customers were here and were in good spirits to place a healthy
order. Despite the current circumstances, for us it was a very nice meeting with friends and
customers."
A group of visitors described having experienced a trade fair day "full of inspiration", even
though news from international politics resonated in the Messecenter Rhein-Main. The
interest in sustainable fashion and the demands of consumers are increasing. Heike Hess,
branch manager of the International Association of Natural Textiles (IVN) and patron of
INNATEX, can confirm the trend:
"We are receiving noticeably more enquiries. These are coming, among others, from new
members and from already certified manufacturers who are looking for a stricter standard
such as the IVN BEST. Topics such as circular economy or recycling, climate protection,
fibre safety and due diligence are clearly on the rise.
The term ‘fibre safety’ includes tracing the fibre back to the raw material source. In the case
of cotton, for example, its cultivation is only recognised as "organic" after a thorough
inspection. Proof of consistent corporate diligence along the entire supply chain is also
becoming increasingly important. We are working with partners and members on strategies
for traceability and education."
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New products and ideas at INNATEX included shoes made from algae, a streetwear label
currently in the certification process, and plastic-free yoga mats.
"The fiftieth INNATEX will take place in the summer," says Frey. "That's when we will more
than make up for what we have been unable to do in the last two years with the pandemic.
We're already looking forward to that."

Fair catalogue:
https://innatex.muveo.de/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/INNATEX49-Katalog_Screen.pdf

Print-resolution images: https://innatex.muveo.de/presse/?lang=en
When using our photo material, please mark the copyright as follows: ‘Photo: INNATEX –
international trade fair for sustainable textiles / Fairmodel’’.

Next trade fair date: 29 – 31 July 2022 – 50th edition of INNATEX

INNATEX | International trade fair for sustainable textiles:
INNATEX is the only international trade fair for natural textiles in the world that offers a
unique sales and communication platform not only to the traditional clothing sector but also
to countless other textile product groups, including accessories, shoes, home textiles,
fabrics, toys and many more. Since 1997, this fair for trade visitors has taken place twice a
year – once in winter and once in summer – in Hofheim-Wallau near Frankfurt am Main.
Since Spring 2014, Showroom events in Bern (Switzerland) and Salzburg (Austria) have
complemented the portfolio offered by trade fair organiser MUVEO GmbH.
Web: innatex.de | Facebook: facebook.com/innatex | Instagram: instagram.com/innatex
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